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Abstract An important challenge to realize dynamic adaptation is finding suit-
able components for substitution or interaction according to the current context.
A possible solution is checking behavioral equivalence of components in differ-
ent contexts. Two components are equivalent with respect to a context, if they
behave equivalently in that context. In this work, we deal with context-specific
behavioral equivalence of PobSAM components. PobSAM is a flexible formal
model for developing and modeling evolving self-adaptive systems. A PobSAM
model is a collection of actors, views, and autonomous managers. Autonomous
managers govern the behavior of actors by enforcing suitable context-based poli-
cies. Views provide contextual information for managers to control and adapt the
actors behavior. Managers are the core components used to realize adaptation by
changing their policies. They are modeled as meta-actors whose configurations
are described using a multi-sorted algebra called CA. The behavior of mangers
depends on the context in which they are executing. In this paper, we present
an equational theory to reason about context-specific behavioral equivalence of
managers independently from actors. To this end, we introduce and axiomatize
a new operator to consider the interaction of managers and the context. This
equational theory is based on the notion of statebased bisimilarity and allows us
to reason about the behavioral equivalence of managers as well as the behavioral
equivalence of the constitutes of managers (i.e., policies and configurations). We
illustrate our approach through an example.

1 Introduction

Today’s complex systems often need to operate in dynamic, open and heteroge-
neous environments, so they must be able to adapt themselves at run-time to
handle varying resources, user mobility, changing user needs, and system faults.
PobSAM (Policy-based Self-Adaptive Model) [8] is a flexible formal model to
develop, specify and verify self-adaptive systems which uses policies as the fun-
damental mechanism to govern the system behavior. A PobSAM model is com-
posed of a collection of autonomous managers, views and actors. Autonomous
managers are meta-actors responsible for monitoring and handling events by
enforcing suitable policies. Each manager has a set of configurations where one



of the configurations is active at a time. The manager changes its active con-
figuration dynamically in response to the changing circumstances according to
adaptation policies. The managers monitor actors through views, i.e. views pro-
vide contextual information for the managers. One of the distinguished advan-
tages of PobSAM is that it allows us to modify the configurations (or policies) of
managers at runtime. This feature makes PobSAM a suitable model to develop
evolving self-adaptive systems.

In dynamic environments such as ubiquitous computing world, many sys-
tems must cope with variable resources (bandwidth, server availability, etc.),
system faults (servers and networks going down, failure of external components,
etc.), and changing user priorities (high-fidelity video streams at one moment,
low-fidelity at another, etc.) [3]. In such environments, the system requires to
continue running with only minimal human intervention, and the component
assessment and integration process must be carried out automatically. We refer
to the component assessment as the problem of identifying a component with
desired behavior that can replace another component or can be used for interac-
tion in a specific context. A possible solution to this problem relies on detecting
the behavioral equivalence of a particular component with desired behavior and
a candidate component that could maintain that behavior. Generally, we cate-
gorize the behavioral equivalence of two components as context-independent or
context-specific. The context of a component is defined as the environment in
which the component is running. Two components that are context-independent
equivalent behave equivalently in any environment, while the equivalence of two
components that are context-specific equivalent, depends on the environments
in which they are running.

Managers are the main components to control and adapt the system behavior
in PobSAM. Thus, it is an important issue to analyze the behavioral equivalence
of managers when studying the dynamic replacement and interaction of compo-
nents for software adaptation. In order to ensure the correctness of the whole
system behavior, we have to provide approaches to analyze the behavioral equiv-
alence of the original manager and the adapted one.

Contribution. We previously proposed PobSAM in [8] which has a formal
foundation that employs an integration of algebraic formalisms and actor-based
models. The actors of PobSAM are modeled using actor-based models while the
algebra CA (Configuration Algebra) is proposed to specify the configurations
of managers. Due to the fact that the managers control and adapt the system
behavior using dynamic policies which are context-dependent rules, the behavior
of a manager depends on the context in which it is enforcing policies. We must
investigate context-specific behavioral equivalence of managers. Furthermore, we
can modify the policies and the configurations of a manager dynamically. Thus,
this equational theory should allow us to reason about context-specific behavioral
equivalence of policies and configurations as well. In this paper, we develop an
equational theory to analyze context-specific behavioral equivalence of managers,
based on a notion of behavioral equivalence called statebased bisimulation. The
context of managers is specified by a labeled state transition system. The context



interacts with the managers by synchronous message passing. We extend CA
with a new operator to consider the interaction of managers and the context.
Then, we present the axioms for this operator to check behavioral equivalence
of managers. In our equational theory, we can reason about context-specific
behavioral equivalence of policies, configurations and managers separately. As
the manager may evolve by changing its policies or configurations, this theory
allows us to only reason about the modified constitutes without the need to check
the whole model of the system. An important advantage of this equational theory
is that it analyzes the behavioral equivalence of the manager layer independently
from the actor layer using the context.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce
an example to illustrate our approach. In Section 3, we have a brief review on
PobSAM. Section 4 deals with modeling our case study in PobSAM. We intro-
duce the notion of statebased bisimulation in Section 5. An equational theory is
proposed to check context-specific behavioral equivalence of managers in Section
6. In Section 7, we give a summary of related work and Section 8 presents our
conclusions.

2 Illustrating Example

We use a simple example borrowed from [16] to illustrate our approach. In this
example, a team of collaborating unmanned autonomous vehicles (UAVs) are
used for a search and rescue operation. Assume a person with a body sensor
network (BSN) is wounded in an area and needs help. The BSN sends a help
message to a mission commander. A mission is defined by the commander to save
the wounded person: one or more UAVs with video cameras act as surveyors and
others perform a communication relay function. The UAVs are required to adapt
their behavior according to the changes of the environment. According to the
role of a UAV in the mission, a set of policies is used by that UAV to control its
behavior. However, the role of a UAV is not fixed, and subsequently, the policies
used to control the UAV behavior must change dynamically. For instance, the
video camera of a surveyor may break down and that surveyor would act as a
communication relay. Thus, various sets of policies are defined for a UAV and
one of those sets of policies is active at a time, i.e. adaptation is performed by
changing the set of policies used to control the UAV behavior.

3 PobSAM

A PobSAM model is composed of three layers:

– The actor layer is dedicated to the functional behavior of the system and
contains computational entities.

– The view layer consists of view variables that provide an abstraction of the
actors’ states for the managers. A view variable is an actual state variable,
or a function or a predicate applied to state variables of actors.



– The main layer of PobSAM is the manager layer containing the autonomous
managers. Managers control the behavior of actors according to the prede-
fined policies. A manager may have different configurations and dynamic
adaptation is performed by switching among those configurations. A con-
figuration consists of two classes of policies: governing policies and adap-
tation policies. A manager directs the actor behavior by sending messages
to the actors according to governing policies. Adaptation policies are used
for dynamic adaptation by switching among configurations. However, the
adaptation cannot be done immediately and when the system reaches a safe
state, the manager switches to the new configuration. A new mode of oper-
ation called adaptation mode is introduced in which a manager runs before
switching to the new configuration. There are two kinds of adaptations called
loose adaptation and strict adaptation. Under loose adaptation, the manager
handles events in the adaptation mode by enforcing the governing policies
of old configuration, while in the strict adaptation mode all the events are
postponed until the system passes the adaptation mode safely.

A manager is defined as a tuple m = ⟨Vm, Cm, cinit⟩, with Cm the (finite) set
of configurations of m, cinit ∈ Cm its initial configuration, and Vm the (finite)
set of view variables observable by m. A configuration c ∈ Cm is defined as
c = ⟨g, p⟩, where g = {g1, ..., gn} and p indicate the governing policy set and the
adaptation policies of c, respectively. The constants ⊤ and ⊥ stand for “True”
and “False”, respectively.

Governing Policies A simple governing policy gi=⟨o, e, ψ⟩•a, 1 ≤ i ≤ n con-
sists of priority o ∈ N, event e ∈ E where E is an assumed set of possible events,
condition ψ (a Boolean term) and an action a. The actions in the governing
policies are specified using an algebra CAa defined as follows. We let a, a′, a′′

denote action terms, while an (atomic) action α could be an internal action, an
output action (α!) in form of r.msg (i.e. sending the message msg to actor r),
or an input action (α?).

a
def
= a; a′ | a ∥ a′ | a∥ a′ | a+ a′ | ϕ :→ a | α | α! | α? | δa

Thus an action term can be a sequential composition (;), a parallel composi-
tion (∥), a left parallel composition (∥ which is as ∥ but the first action that is
performed comes from the left operand), a non-deterministic choice (+), or a
conditional choice (ϕ :→ a). Moreover, we have the special constant δa as the
deadlock action for governing policies. Operator precedences are assigned, from
highest precedence to the lowest, to the conditional choice, the parallel com-
position operators, the sequential composition and the non-deterministic choice
operators. Whenever a manager receives an event e, it identifies all simple gov-
erning policies that are triggered by that event , i.e. are of the form ⟨o, e, ψ⟩•a
for some o, ψ, and a. For each of these activated policies, if the policy condition
ψ evaluates to true and there is no other triggered governing policy with priority
higher than o, then action a is executed. Table 1 shows CAa axioms.

Adaptation Policies Adaptation policies are specified using the algebra CAp

as follows:



a+ a′ = a′ + a A1 a ∥ a′ = a′ ∥ a AP1
(a+ a′) + a′′ = a+ (a′ + a′′) A2 (a ∥ a′) ∥ a′′ = a ∥ (a′ ∥ a′′) AP2
a+ a = a A3 (a+ a′)∥ a′′ = (a∥ a′′) + (a′∥ a′′) AP3
a+ δg = a A4 a ∥ a′ = a∥ a′ + a′∥ a AP4
δg; a = δg A5 α∥ a = α; a AP5
(a+ a′); a′′ = a; a′′ + a′; a′′ A6 (α; a)∥ a′ = α; (a ∥ a′) AP6
(a; a′); a′′ = a; (a′; a′′) A7

⊤ :→ a = a C1 ⊥ :→ a = δ C2
ϕ :→ (a+ a′) = ϕ :→ a+ ϕ :→ a′ C3 ϕ :→ (a; a′) = ϕ :→ a; a′ C4
ϕ :→ (ψ :→ a) = (ϕ ∧ ψ) :→ a C5 (ϕ ∨ ψ) :→ a = ϕ :→ a+ ψ :→ a C6
ϕ :→ δ = δ C7 ϕ :→ a∥ a′ = ϕ :→ (a∥ a′) C8

Table 1. Action Algebra CAa

p
def
= ⟨o, e, ψ, λ, ϕ⟩•c | p⊕ p | δp

which consists of priority o ∈ N, event e ∈ E, and a condition ψ (a Boolean term)
for triggering the adaptation. Moreover, condition ϕ is a Boolean term indicating
the conditions for applying the adaptation, λ is the adaptation type (loose,
denoted ⊥, or strict, denoted ⊤), and c is the new configuration. Informally,
simple adaptation policy ⟨o, e, ψ, λ, ϕ⟩•c indicates that when event e occurs and
the triggering condition ψ holds, if there is no other triggered adaptation policy
with priority higher than o, then the manager evolves to the strict or loose
adaptation mode as given by λ. When the condition ϕ is true, it will perform
adaptation and switch to the configuration c. The adaptation policy of a manager
is defined as composition(⊕) of the simple adaptation policies. Furthermore, δp
indicates the unit element for the composition operator.

4 Formal Modeling of Collaborating UAVs

Figure 1 shows the PobSAM model of a UAV partially. This model contains
actors motor, video camera, GSM and infrared sensors where Rebeca[15]
specification of motor is given in figure 1. Rebeca is an actor-based model used
to specify the actor layer in [8]. The view layer has a number of views denoting
the current location, speed, energy level etc of UAVs. As an example, the view
UAV1speed indicates the speed of UAV1 which reflects the value of the statevar
speed of actor UAV1motor.

A UAV has a manager named UAVCntrlr for controlling different compo-
nents of the UAV. A UAVCntrlr has three different configurations including
surveyorConf, idleConf and relayConf. It enforces different sets of policies
in each configuration to control the behavior of UAV. For instance, the configura-
tion surveyorConf contains the adaptation policies {p1,p2} and the governing
policy set {g1,g2,g3}. Assume a situation that the video camera of a surveyor
breaks down and we need to use this UAV as a relay. We define the adaptation



policy p1 which informally states that “when the video camera is broken down, if
the wounded person has not been found and the UAV has required capability to
act as a relay, it should switch to the relayConf configuration”. We specify this
policy formally as follows in which brokencamera is an event. The view variable
canRelay indicates if the UAV has required capability to act as a relay, and the
view variable success denotes whether the wounded person has been found or
not.

p1
def
= ⟨1, brokenCamera,¬success ∧ canRelay,⊤,⊤⟩•relayConf

The simple governing policy g1 states that when the wounded person is
found, the UAV must request his health information from his BSN and send
a “success” message to the commander. The algebraic form of this policy

is g1
def
= ⟨1, found(x, y), ⊤⟩ • a1 where found(x,y) denotes an event that the

wounded person has been found at location (x, y), and

a1 = BSN .reqHealthinfo()? ∥
relay1.send(success(x, y), commander)!

5 Statebased Bisimulation

In PobSAM, the managers are running concurrently with the actors; the com-
putation at the actor layer is reflected at the view layer, the state changing of
the view layer leads to triggering and enforcing policies by the managers. Sub-
sequently, the enforcement of policies results in new computations to be done at
the actor layer. We specify the context based on specification of the view layer,
the actor interfaces and possibly the interfaces of other managers. Given the for-
mal specification of a context, we check the behavioral equivalence of managers
in that context. A context is defined as follows:

Definition 1. A context is defined as tuple Tc = ⟨V, Sc, s
0
c ,AI

c ,AO
c ,AH

c ,→c⟩
where

– V = {v1, ..., vn} is the set of view variables.
– Sc is the set of states where a state s ∈ Sc is of the form ⟨v1, ..., vn⟩.
– s0c is the initial state.
– AI

c ,AO
c and AH

c are disjoint sets of input, output and internal actions where
Ac = AI

c ∪ AO
c ∪ AH

c .
– →c⊆ Sc ×Ac × Sc is the set of transitions.

In this paper, we extend CAa with a new operator, called CAa
Θ. We present

a context-specific behavioral equivalence theory for CAa
Θ. Then we use this basic

theory to reason about context-specific behavioral equivalence of policies, con-
figurations and managers. We define the operational meaning of CAa

Θ terms by a
transition system with data whose states are pairs of a CAa term and a context
state. Let A denote the set of CAa terms. The set of all pairs over A ×Sc is
denoted by SA×Sc . We define a state transition system with data as follows:



manager UAVCntrlr
{
statevars {
}
configurations{

surveyorConf=[p1,p2] [g1,g2,g3];
//definition of relayConf and idleConf configurations

}
policies{
p1[strict]:on brokenCamera if (!success && canRelay)

switchto relayConf when true priority 1 ;
g1 : on found(x,y) if true do

(BSN.reqhealthinfo() || relay.send(success(x,y),commander))
priority 1 ;

//definition of governing and adaptation policies
}

}
views {

byte UAV1speed as UAV1motor.speed;
//definition of other views

}
Actors {
reactiveclass motor() {

knownobjects {}
statevars{public byte speed; }
msgsrv forward() {

...
}

msgsrv stop() {
...

}
//definition of other message servers
}
//definition of other reactive classes

}

Fig. 1. The Partial PobSAM Model of a UAV

Definition 2. A state transition system with data defined over the context Tc,
is T (a, s0c) = ⟨SA×Sc ,→ ,AI ,AO,AH , (a, s0c)⟩ where SA×Sc is a set of states,
(a, s0c) is the initial state, →⊆ SA×Sc ×A× SA×Sc and A = AI ∪ AO ∪ AH .

It worth mentioning that Ac ⊆ A, AI
c ⊆ AI , AO

c ⊆ AO and AH
c ⊆ AH .

We use a notion of bisimilarity called statebased bisimulation [5] for expressing
context-specific behavioral equivalence of CAa

Θ terms defined as follows:

Definition 3. Statebased bisimulation A binary relation R ⊆ SA×Sc×SA×Sc

is a statebased bisimulation iff for all (r, s), (q, s) ∈ SA×Sc with ((r, s), (q, s)) ∈
R:

– whenever (r, s)
α−→ (r′, s′) for some α ∈ A and (r′, s′), then, for some q′, also

(q, s)
α−→ (q′, s′) and ((r′, s′), (q′, s′)) ∈ R.

– Conversely, whenever (q, s)
α−→ (q′, s′) for some α ∈ A and (q′, s′), then, for

some r′, also (r, s)
α−→ (r′, s′) and ((r′, s′), (q′, s′)) ∈ R.



A pair (r, s) ∈ SA×Sc is statebased bisimilar with a pair (r′, s′) ∈ SA×Sc with
respect to the context Tc, written by (r, s)⇔Tc

(r′, s′) iff s = s′ and there is a
statebased bisimulation containing the pair ((r, s), (r′, s′)).

A state transition system with data T (r, s) = ⟨SA×Sc ,→ ,AI ,AO,AH , (r, s)⟩
is statebased bisimilar with the transition system with data
T (q, s′) = ⟨SA×Sc

,→′ ,A′I ,A′O,A′H , (q, s′)⟩, written by T (r, s)⇔Tc
T (q, s′)

iff (r, s)⇔Tc
(q, s′). Furthermore, two closed terms r , q over CAa are

statebased bisimilar with respect to the context Tc, written by r⇔Tc
q, iff

T (r, s)⇔Tc
T (q, s) for all s ∈ Sc.

6 Context-specific Behavioral Equivalence

In this section, we use the notion of statebased bisimulation to reason about
context-specific behavioral equivalence of managers and their constituents. We
introduce a new operator (Θ) to consider interactions of managers and the con-
text. The axiom system of CAa is extended to check statebased bisimulation of
CAa

Θ terms. Then, context-specific behavioral equivalence of policies, configu-
rations and managers are defined based on the proposed equational theory for
CAa

Θ.

6.1 Context-specific Behavioral Equivalence of Actions

In our model, the context and the managers run concurrently and interact by
synchronous message passing. Since the conditions of an action are evaluated
over the context state, therefore the concrete action carried out by the manager
depends on the context. There are three types of computation steps: (i) the
manager and the context synchronize on their shared input-output actions, (ii)
the context performs an internal action, or (iii) the manager performs an internal
action. In the cases (i) and (iii), the conditions of the action are evaluated over
the state of context. We introduce the operator Θ to compute the concrete action
done by a manager, regarding the interactions of the manager and a context.

Let a denote a term of CAa which must be performed by a manager, and
Tc = ⟨V, Sc, s

0
c ,AI

c ,AO
c ,AH

c ,→c⟩ denote an arbitrary context. Assume the cur-
rent state of context is s ∈ Sc and the manager starts the enforcement of action
a. The operator Θs(a) gives the concrete action performed by the manager as
the result of performing action a when the context starts its execution in state
sc ∈ Sc. The structural operational semantics of CAa

Θ extended is described by
the transition rules given in Figure 2 in addition to the transition rules proposed

in [8]. The transition a
[ϕ]α−−→ a′ means that a can evolve to a′ by performing

action α under condition ϕ.
Figure 3 presents the axioms for Θ in which α′ ∈ AH

c . This axiom system to-
gether with the axioms of Table 1 are used to check context-specific behavioral
equivalence of actions. We can formulate action a in form of a =

∑
i ai using

the axioms presented in Table 1 where term ai is the sequential composition
of conditional actions (i.e. of the form ϕ :→ α). Thus, we give the axioms for
conditional choice, non-deterministic choice and sequential composition opera-
tors. Due to the lack of space, we restrict ourselves to present axioms for output



a
[ϕ]α!−−−→

√
s

α?−→ s′

Θs(a)
α−→

√ σs(ϕ) = ⊤ LTR1
a

[ϕ]α?−−−→
√

s
α!−→ s′

Θs(a)
α−→

√ σs(ϕ) = ⊤ LTR2

a
[ϕ]α!−−−→ a′ s

α?−→ s′

Θs(a)
α−→ Θs′(a′)

σs(ϕ) = ⊤ LTR3
a

[ϕ]α?−−−→ a′ s
α!−→ s′

Θs(a)
α−→ Θs′(a′)

σs(ϕ) = ⊤ LTR4

s
α−→ s′ ¬((α = α′? ∧ a α′!−−→ a′) ∨ (α = α′! ∧ a α′?−−→ a′))

Θs(a)
α−→ Θs′(a)

LTR5

a
[ϕ]α−−→ a′

Θs(a)
α−→ Θs(a′)

σs(ϕ) = ⊤ LTR6

Fig. 2. Transition rules for the operator Θ

and internal actions. A number of axioms similar to TA3-4 are defined for input
actions. TA2 asserts that non-deterministic choice of two actions a and a′ from
state s is equivalent to either execution of a or execution of a′ from state s. In
axioms TA3-6, the fist term

∑
(s,α′,s′)Θs′(a) describes the case that an internal

action (α′) is executed by the context, and a will be evaluated from the next
state of the context (s′). If the condition of an action is evaluated to false (i.e.,
σs(ψ)), action δa is executed. Moreover, if ψ is evaluated to true in state s, (i)
execution of ψ :→ α! in state s can result in performing simple action α by syn-
chronization with α? of the context (TA3), (ii) execution of ψ :→ α!; a in state
s results in execution of simple action α synchronized with α? in the context,
followed by execution of a from next state s′ (TA4), (iii) execution of ψ :→ α in
state s can result in performing the internal action α by the manager (TA5), (iv)
execution of ψ :→ α; a in state s leads to execution of internal action α, followed
by execution of a from state s (TA6).

Proposition 1. (Congruence) Let a1, a2, a
′
1 and a′2 be terms of CAa, ψ

be an arbitrary boolean formula and Tc = ⟨V, Sc, s
0
c ,AI

c ,AO
c ,AH

c ,→c⟩ indi-
cate the context. If for all s ∈ Sc, Θs(a1)⇔Tc

Θs(a
′
1) and Θs(a2)⇔Tc

Θs(a
′
2),

then for all s ∈ Sc, Θs(a1+a2)⇔Tc
Θs(a

′
1+a

′
2), Θs(a1 ; a2)⇔Tc

Θs(a
′
1 ; a′2),

Θs(ψ :→ a1)⇔Tc
Θs(ψ :→ a′1), and Θs(a1 ∥ a2)⇔Tc

Θs(a
′
1 ∥ a′2) .

Proof. See [7].

Theorem 1. (Soundness) Let Tc = ⟨V, Sc, s
0
c ,AI

c ,AO
c ,AH

c ,→c⟩ be a con-
text, and a and a′ indicate two arbitrary terms of CAa. If for all s ∈ Sc,
CAa + (TA1− TA6) ⊢ Θs(a) = Θs(a

′) then Θs(a) and Θs(a
′) are statebased

bisimilar with respect to Tc, i.e. Θs(a)⇔Tc
Θs(a

′).

Proof. See [7].

6.2 Context-specific Behavioral Equivalence of Governing Policies

We have presented an axiomatized operator to check context-specific behavioral
equivalence of actions in Section 6.1. We use this proposed equational theory



Θs(δa) = δa TA1 Θs(a+ a′) = Θs(a) +Θs(a
′) TA2

Θs(ψ :→ α!) =
∑

(s,α′,s′)Θs′(ψ :→ α!) +
∑

(s,α?,s′)

{
α σs(ψ) = ⊤
δa σs(ψ) = ⊥ TA3

Θs(ψ :→ α! ; a) =
∑

(s,α′,s′)Θs′(ψ :→ α! ; a) +∑
(s,α?,s′)

{
α; Θs′(a) σs(ψ) = ⊤
δa σs(ψ) = ⊥ TA4

Θs(ψ :→ α) =
∑

(s,α′,s′)Θs′(ψ :→ α) +

{
α σs(ψ) = ⊤
δa σs(ψ) = ⊥ TA5

Θs(ψ :→ α ; a) =
∑

(s,α′,s′)Θs′(ψ :→ α ; a) +

{
α; Θs(a) σs(ψ) = ⊤
δa σs(ψ) = ⊥ TA6

Fig. 3. Axioms of the operator Θs

to reason about context-specific behavioral equivalence of governing policies.
A simple governing policy is a set of actions performed by a manager. Two
simple governing policies are equivalent if and if they are activated by the same
transitions of the context and their enforcement results in the same sequences
of actions done by the manager.

Definition 4. Let Tc = ⟨V, Sc, s
0
c ,AI

c ,AO
c ,AH

c ,→c⟩ denote an arbitrary context.
Two simple governing policies g1 = ⟨o1, e, ψ1⟩•a1 and g2 = ⟨o2, e, ψ2⟩•a2 are

equivalent with respect to Tc, denoted by g1
Tc≡ g2, if for all t = (s1, α, s2) ∈→c,

(i) t |= τ(g1, g) ⇔ t |= τ(g2, g) where τ(gi, g), i = 1, 2, indicates the triggering
conditions of gi and g denotes the governing policy set of manager [9].

(ii) Θs2(a1) = Θs2(a2)

To reason about the behavioral equivalence of governing policy sets, we for-
mulate the behavior of a governing policy set as a CAa term. Then, we use the
axiom system of CAa

Θ to check the equivalence of corresponding action terms.
Therefore, context-specific behavioral equivalence of two governing policy sets is
reduced to checking context-specific behavioral equivalence of their correspond-
ing action terms.

Definition 5. Let g and g′ indicate two arbitrary governing policy sets and
Tc = ⟨V, Sc, s

0
c ,AI

c ,AO
c ,AH

c ,→c⟩ be an arbitrary context. The function Ψ(g, t)
returns the action term due to the enforcement of the governing policy set g,
when the transition t occurs [9]. We say g and g′ are equivalent with respect to

Tc, denoted by g
Tc≡ g′, iff for all t = (s1, α, s2) ∈→c, Θs2(Ψ(g, t)) = Θs2(Ψ(g

′, t)).

Example 1. Suppose a situation that relay1 becomes overloaded. The messages
of a number of the surveyors which are transmitted by this relay should be trans-
mitted through the low-loaded relay2. To this end, first we have to find those
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Fig. 4. The context of surveyor1(Tsurv)

surveyors which transmit their messages through relay1. Assume that the sur-
veyors communicate with the relays only in the case that the wounded person is
found. In order to check if a surveyor transmits its messages through relay1, we
check context-specific behavioral equivalence of its governing policies for trans-

mitting data, and the simple governing policy g2
def
= ⟨1, found(x, y), ⊤⟩ • a2

where a2
def
= BSN .reqHealthinfo()? ∥ relay1.send(msg)!. This simple policy

states that when the wounded person is found, the information should be trans-
mitted through relay1.

Suppose surveyor1 has the simple governing policy g1
def
=

⟨1, found(x, y), ⊤⟩ • a1 where

a1
def
= BSN .reqHealthinfo()? ∥ (lowenergy :→ relay2.send(msg)!

+¬lowenergy :→ relay1.send(msg)!)

Figure 4 shows the abstract context of surveyor1 (Tsurv) which has three
states full (full energy), med (medium energy) and empty (no energy). Further-
more, {found, brokencamera,missionend} ⊆ AO

c indicate the event set, charge
is an input action, and discharge is an internal action. We should check context-
specific behavioral equivalence of g1 and g2 with respect to Tsurv. Both policies
are triggered in the states full and med in which the condition lowenergy does
not hold and event found is activated. Hence, we must check the equations
Θfull(a1) = Θfull(a2) and Θmed(a1) = Θmed(a2) (Definition 4). For the sake of
readability, let’s denote relay1.send(msg) and relay2.send(msg) by α1 and α2

respectively. According to the axiom systems in Table 1 and Figure 3,

Θfull(¬lowenergy :→ α1! + lowenergy :→ α2!)
TA2
=

Θfull(¬lowenergy :→ α1!) +Θfull(lowenergy :→ α2!)
TA3,A3

=

⊤ :→ α1 +⊥ :→ α2 +

Θmed(¬lowenergy :→ α1! + lowenergy :→ α2!)
C1,C2
=



α1 +Θmed(¬lowenergy :→ α1! + lowenergy :→ α2!) (1)

and
Θfull(α1!) = α1 +Θmed(α1!) (2)

It is trivial to prove that

Θmed(¬lowenergy :→ α1! + lowenergy :→ α2!) = Θmed(α1!) (3)

and subsequently, the equation Θfull(a1) = Θfull(a2) is concluded from equa-
tions (1)-(3). According to Theorem 1, the actions of g1 and g2 are statebased
bisimilar with respect to the context Tsurv, if they are activated in state full.
Similarly, we can prove that the actions of g1 and g2 are statebased bisimilar
when they are activated in state med. We conclude that g1 and g2 are equiv-
alent according to Definition 4. Therefore, surveyor1 always transmits its data
through relay1.

6.3 Context-specific Behavioral Equivalence of Adaptation Policies

Informally, two simple adaptation policies are equivalent if and only if (a) they
are activated by the same transitions of the context, (b) their enforcement leads
to switching to the identical adaptation modes and configurations, and (c) the
manager switches to the new configuration in the same set of context states:

Definition 6. Suppose Tc = ⟨V, Sc, s
0
c ,AI

c ,AO
c ,AH

c ,→c⟩ be an arbitrary context.
Two adaptation policies p1 = ⟨o1, e1, ψ1, λ1, ϕ1⟩•c1 and p2 = ⟨o2, e2, ψ2, λ2, ϕ2⟩•
c2 are equivalent with respect to Tc, denoted by p1

Tc≡ p2, if for all transitions
t = (s1, α, s2) ∈→c,

(i) t |= τ(p1, p) ⇔ t |= τ(p2, p) where τ(pi, p), i = 1, 2, gives the triggering con-
ditions of pi and p is the adaptation policy of the manager,

(ii) c1 = c2 and λ1 = λ2,
(iii) s′ |= ϕ1 ⇔ s′ |= ϕ2 for all reachable states s′ ∈ Sc from s2, where there is a

path such as σ between s2 and s′, and for all s′′ ∈ σ, s′′ 2 ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 .

Similar to governing policies, enforcement of adaptation policies leads to a
sequence of actions carried out by the manager. We say two adaptation policies
are equivalent with respect to context Tc, if their enforcement in a system with
context Tc leads to the same sequence of actions carried out by the manager.
We introduce the operator Ω which gives the actions done by the manager to
apply an adaptation policy. Let p indicate an adaptation policy of a manager,
and pi = ⟨o, e, ψ, λ, ϕ⟩ • c denote an arbitrary simple adaptation policy of p, i.e.
p = pi⊕p′. The function Ω(pi, p) returns a CAa term due to enforcing pi, where
τ(pi, p) denotes the triggering conditions of pi:

Ω(pi, p) =

 τ(pi, p) :→ event(e)?; tostrict(); ϕ :→ switch(c) λ = ⊤
τ(pi, p) :→ event(e)?; toloose(); ϕ :→ switch(c) λ = ⊥
δa pi = δp



The action tostrict() denotes an internal action performed by the manager
to evolve to the strict adaptation mode, toloose() denotes an internal action
for evolving to loose adaptation mode, and switch(c) is an internal action for
switching to configuration c. Furthermore, the behavior of an adaptation policy
p = p1 ⊕ ...⊕ pn is defined as follows:

Ω(p) =
∑

1≤i≤n

Ω(pi, p)

Given the behavior of adaptation policies as CAa terms, we use context-
specific behavioral equivalence theory of CAa

Θ to reason about their behavioral
equivalence.

Definition 7. Let p and p′ indicate two arbitrary adaptation policy and
Tc = ⟨V, Sc, s

0
c ,AI

c ,AO
c ,AH

c ,→c⟩ be an arbitrary context. We say p and p′

are equivalent with respect to Tc, denoted by p
Tc= p′, iff for all s ∈ Sc,

Θs(Ω(p))
Tc= Θs(Ω(p′)).

6.4 Context-specific Behavioral Equivalence of Configurations and
Managers

A configuration consists of a set of governing policies and a set of adaptation
policies. As mentioned above, we can change the configurations of a manager
dynamically. Therefore, we require a theory to assure that the behavior of a
configuration is equivalent to the behavior of a desired configuration, with re-
spect to a context. In order to reason about the behavioral equivalence of two
configurations, we reason about the behavioral equivalence of their governing
policies as well as the behavioral equivalence of their adaptation policies:

Definition 8. Let c = ⟨g, p⟩ and c′ = ⟨g′, p′⟩ be two arbitrary configurations,

and Tc = ⟨V, Sc, s
0
c ,AI

c ,AO
c ,AH

c ,→c⟩ denote an arbitrary context. We say c
Tc= c′

iff g
Tc= g′ and p

Tc= p′.

Example 2. Consider a situation that surveyor1 breaks down, and should be
replaced by another UAV with surveying capabilities, named UAV2. Hence, we
should check if the current configuration of UAV2 (c′) is equivalent to the config-
uration of surveyor1(c) with respect to context Tsurv shown in Figure 4. Suppose

both surveyor1 and UAV2 have the same set of governing policies, i.e. g
Tsurv= g′

where g indicates the governing policy set of surveyor1 and g′ denotes the gov-
erning policy set of UAV2. Thus, we need to check the behavioral equivalence
of their adaptation policies with respect to Tsurv. Let p and p′ indicate the
adaptation policies of surveyor1 and UAV2, respectively, defined as follows:

p = ⟨1, brokencamera,¬lowenergy,⊤,⊤⟩•relayConf ⊕
⟨1,missionend,⊤,⊥,⊤⟩•idle⊕
⟨1, found, lowenergy,⊥,⊤⟩•idle

p′ = ⟨1, brokencamera,⊤,⊤,⊤⟩•relayConf ⊕
⟨1,missionend,⊤,⊥,⊤⟩•idle



We formulate p and p′ in terms of CAa terms as follows:

Ω(p) = ¬lowenergy :→ event(brokencamera)?; tostrict(); switch(relayConf) +

⊤ :→ event(missionend)?; toloose(); switch(idleConf) +

⊥ :→ event(found)?; toloose(); switch(idleConf)

Ω(p′) = ⊤ :→ event(brokencamera)?; tostrict(); switch(relayConf) +

⊤ :→ event(missionend)?; toloose(); switch(idleConf)

For the sake of readability, we show Ω(p) and Ω(p′) by a and a′, respectively.
When the context is in state “full”, if the events “discharge” and “found” are
raised, non of the policies p and p′ are triggered, however both policies are
activated when the events “brokencamera” and “missionend” are raised:

Θfull(a) = Θfull(a
′) = event(brokencamera);Θmed(tostrict(); switch(relayConf)) +

event(missionend);Θmed(toloose(); switch(idleConf))

It is trivial to prove that Θmed(Ω(p)) = Θmed(Ω(p′)) and
Θempty(Ω(p)) = Θempty(Ω(p′)). Consequently, according to definition 7, it

is concluded that p
Tc= p′. According to definition 8, we conclude that surveyor1

and UAV2 are substitutable,

p
Tc= p′

g
Tc= g′

}
⇒ c

Tc= c′

Checking context-specific behavioral equivalence of two managers is the most
important part of our behavioral equivalence theory. As mentioned above, a man-
ager runs one of its configurations at a time, and switches between the configu-
rations to perform dynamic adaptation. Informally, two managers are behavioral
equivalent with respect to Tc iff (i) the managers have equivalent initial config-
urations with respect to Tc, and (ii) switching from equivalent configurations
leads to the equivalent configurations in both managers. We reason about the
equivalence of managers in terms of behavioral equivalence of their simple con-
figurations:

Definition 9. Let m = ⟨Vm, C, cinit⟩ and m′ = ⟨Vm′ , C ′, c′init⟩ be two managers
with configuration sets C = {c1, ..., ck} and C ′ = {c′1, ..., c′k′}, initial config-
urations cinit ∈ C and c′init ∈ C ′, and set of views Vm and Vm′ , respectively.
Furthermore, Tc = ⟨V, Sc, s

0
c ,AI

c ,AO
c ,AH

c ,→c⟩ indicates an arbitrary context.

We say m and m′ are equivalent with respect to context Tc, written by m
Tc= m′,

(i) cinit
Tc= c′init, (ii) for each equivalent configurations ci ∈ C and c′j ∈ C ′, if

the manager m switches from ci to ck, the manager m′ must switch from c′j to

c′l ∈ C ′ where ck
Tc= c′l and vice versa.



Example 3. Let surveyor1 has the capability to search areas
with chemical hazards. The manager of this UAV is defined as
survCntrlr = ⟨V, {survconf, hazardconf, relayconf}, survconf⟩ where con-
figuration survconf is used to search areas without hazardous chemicals,
hazardconf is used to search areas with hazards, and relayconf is used for
acting as a relay. Let the situation that surveyor1 has to be replaced by a
UAV with the manager survCntrlr′ = ⟨V, {survconf ′, relayconf ′}, survconf ′⟩.
Let Ts denote the context of survCntrlr and survCntrlr′. Assume we have

survconf
Ts= survconf ′ and relayconf

Ts= relayconf ′, if the surveying area is
not contaminated with hazardous chemicals. This is due to the fact that the
adaptation policies of survconf and relayconf for switching to hazardconf
are not triggered, and switching is done between survconf and relayconf .

Therefore, according to Definition 9, we conclude survCntrlr
Ts= survCntrlr′.

It worth mentioning that if we use theses two UAVs in another context, they
might not behave equivalently.

7 Related Work

Although process algebra is used for structural adaptation (e.g. see [2], [12] ),
however to the best of our knowledge process algebraic approaches have not
been used for behavioral adaptation. Zhang et al. [19] proposed a model-driven
approach using Petri Nets for developing adaptive systems. They also presented
a model-checking approach for verification of adaptive system [20, 18] in which
an extension of LTL with ”adapt” operator was used to specify the adaptation
requirements. Furthermore, authors in [14, 1] used labeled transition systems to
model and verify embedded adaptive systems. In [10], a generic classification of
the policy conflicts are presented for PobSAM models and temporal patterns
expressed in LTL are provided to detect each class of conflicts. We studied the
comparison of existing work in the area of formal verification of adaptive systems
and PobSAM in [8].

The issue of component substitutability has already been addressed in lit-
erature with the purpose of checking compatibility of a new component with
other components (e.g. [11]), substituting a component with another component
with the equivalent behavior (e.g. [17]), replacing a component such that the
reconfigured system preserves a specific property etc. Some approaches specify
the components behavior by modeling the components interfaces while a few
approaches are concerned with specifying the internal behavior of components,
as we have done in this work. We use specification of components interfaces to
build and specify the context of managers. Among the existing approaches, [17]
uses a formalism named component-interaction automata to specify the behavior
of components interfaces. They define a notion of equivalence on these automata
in addition to a composition operator to prove substitutability and indepen-
dent implementability properties. In a similar work, [6] specifies the components
behavior using max/plus automata and defines four kinds of substitutivity con-
sidering QoS aspects. However, the main difference compared to our work is
that they do not consider data states of components. Furthermore, to the best



of our knowledge, none of the approaches for checking behavioral equivalence of
components are based on a process algebraic formalism. The existing approaches
model the components behavior using automata-based or LTS formalisms. Due
to the fact that PobSAM has a different formal foundation, it requires special
analysis techniques such as the equational theory presented in this paper which
is not provided by other existing work.

Schaeffer-Filho et al. [13] use Alloy Analyzer [2] for formal specification and
verification of policy-based systems, however they are not concerned with be-
havioral equivalence of components. Moreover, Georgas et al [4] uses policies as
a mechanism for structural adaptation in robotic domain, but this work has no
formal foundation.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented an equational theory to analyze context-specific be-
havioral equivalence of policies, configurations and managers in PobSAM models
based on the notion of statebased bisimilarity. Given the context as a labeled
state transition system, we analyze context-specific behavioral equivalence of the
manager layer independently from the actor layer. To this aim, we introduced
and axiomatized an operator to consider interactions of the managers and the
context. We demonstrated the approach using an example for search and rescue
operations.
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